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Welcome to the latest edition of the Really Useful Bulletin

The Virtual FHF REALLY USEFUL Family History Show

Saturday 10th April 2021
The first speakers have now been announced and topics include

DNA, Irish Wills and African-Caribbean Ancestry
to name only a few

Please view www.fhf-reallyuseful.com for current details

Many exhibitors will be there on the day
to answer any questions you may have

Early Bird Tickets—£7.50—are only on sale until Sunday 31st January
SO DON’T DELAY

BOOK NOW
only at

www.fhf-reallyuseful.com
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Tracing your Scottish Ancestors
My name is Emma Maxwell and I have been working
as a genealogist here in Scotland for nearly 20 years.
Where does the time go? I run the resource website
www.scottishindexes.com along with my husband and
fellow genealogist, Graham Maxwell.

Our friends at the Family History Federation have
asked me to write about Scottish genealogy for this
month’s and next month’s Really Useful Bulletin. In
this article we will look at some of the basics and how
to overcome some common brick walls. Next month
we will look at Kirk Session records, Scotland's Criminal
Database, Poor Law records and take a look at what
gems some Scottish records hold.

old, marriage registers over 75 years old and death
registers which are over 50 years old. More modern
birth, marriages and death certificates can be ordered
through scotlandspeople.gov.uk and these official
extracts will be mailed out to you.

It is free to register an account and search on
scotlandspeople.gov.uk, you then pay for any records
you view. The system works on the basis of credits: you
purchase credits and then use those credits to view the
records. A birth, death or marriage certificate works out
at £1.50 per entry. Although not expensive, we are all
so used to subscription sites where we can view as
many records as we want, we do have to use the
indexes to the full on scotlandspeople.gov.uk so that
we don’t waste credits.
Death registers on scotlandspeople.gov.uk
(1855-2020)

Estimates vary widely, but somewhere between 28
million and 40 million people claim to have Scottish
ancestry. Are you one of them? If so, researching your
family tree online is relatively straightforward,
although it may be a little different from your
experience in other parts of the UK. There are some
things that are a bit easier and some things that add in
a bit more of a challenge.
One of the great things about Scottish research is the
availability of civil registration records and the
information recorded in them. Although statutory
registration (or civil registration) did not begin in
Scotland until 1855, it was compulsory from day one.
These records have been indexed and historic records
can be viewed on scotlandspeople.gov.uk.

One of the most important things to know about
Scottish records is that death certificates are really
useful! As well as the usual information about the date,
place and cause of death the register also called for the
names of the deceased’s parents, including the
mother’s maiden surname.
Scottish death records (1855 - 2020) are indexed under
all the surnames a woman used during her life and you
can search for both at the same time. This means that if
Margaret Porteous married John Scott you can search
for Margaret Porteous or Scott and this will narrow
down your search dramatically.
When searching for death records relating to a married
couple I always look for the woman first, as she is
usually a lot easier to find. The death register entry will
tell you if the wife was married or widowed and this will
help you narrow down the search for her husband’s
death.
Birth registers on scotlandspeople.gov.uk
(1855-2020)

On scotlandspeople.gov.uk you can search the civil
registration indexes right up to the present day. You
can also view birth registers which are over 100 years

The information on a Scottish birth certificate is also a
lot more detailed than in many countries. Not only is
the mother’s maiden surname always given but also the
date and place of marriage of the parents. This makes it
easy to verify you have the right record and continue
your search further back.
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Although scotlandspeople.gov.uk is the only complete
index to births in Scotland from 1855 to 2020, there is
an incomplete index to births from 1855 to 1874 on
familysearch.org.
Marriage registers on scotlandspeople.gov.uk
(1855-2020)
Marriage registers contain all the usual information, but
we also see the full names of not only the groom’s
parents but also the bride’s parents, including the
maiden surnames of the mothers. The register may also
tell you if one of the parents is deceased. Although this
can be useful, however, if it does not say ‘deceased’ for
any of the parents do not presume that they are all
living.
As well as telling us where the bride and groom were
living, the register will also tell us if either party had
been married before and their ages. In Scottish records
we do not see ‘full age’. Instead, we are always given
the age in years and this can be very helpful for some
searches.
BMDs in 1855
You’ve struck gold if your ancestor (or even a
sibling) was born in 1855. The first year of civil
registration was by far the best. Details were taken of
the ages and birthplaces of both parents, as well the
number of children of the marriage, e.g. "1 Boy 1 Girl
living, 1 Girl deceased". In the case of the mother it will
also record how many children she has had, e.g. ‘... her
4th child’. As in almost all cases these other children
referred to were born before civil registration began,
these details can be crucial!
Marriage registers from 1855 also contain more
information They include the dates of birth and
birthplaces of both the bride and groom. Very useful!
Death registers are likewise more detailed telling us
where the person was buried, and also listing the names
and ages of all of their children, and whether they were
still living or deceased.

Census records in Scotland
The Scottish census was taken on the same
night as that for England and Wales, and the forms are
very similar. The major difference is that the major
genealogy websites such as Findmypast and Ancestry
are not able to show you an image of the census

records, just a transcription. Findmypast and Ancestry
also only have the years 1841-1901 transcribed. To
view the census images you need to go to
scotlandspeople.gov.uk who also have an index to the
1911 census.
There are also partial transcriptions and free access to
the Scottish census on FreeCEN and
scottishindexes.com. As many researchers already
have a subscription (or access through a library) to
Ancestry or Findmypast we tend to use this for our
searches then use the information to identify the
correct entry on scotlandspeople.gov.uk.
Scottish Church Records
Because the statutory or civil records are so
complete and packed full of information we don’t use
post-1855 church baptism, marriage and death records
much in Scotland. Most surviving historical records of
the Presbyterian churches are held by the National
Records of Scotland and at times they can be useful.
There are a large number of Roman Catholic records
on Findmypast which can be very useful and there is
an index to Quaker records Births 1647-1874;
Marriages 1656-1875; Deaths 1667-1878 on
scottishindexes.com.
Before 1855, we are of course heavily reliant on church
records. Sadly these are not complete by any means.
There was no standard format, which means that the
records vary. The lack of a ‘parish chest’ in every parish
meant that the records were not always protected
from the ravages of the Scottish climate. A useful
fallback in England can be the ‘Bishop’s transcripts’,
but unfortunately there was no such system in
Scotland. This means that if the original register has
been lost then there will be a gap in the record.
The good news is that the majority of Church of
Scotland baptism, marriage and death records are
digitised, indexed and available on
scotlandspeople.co.uk. Due to the gaps in the records,
it’s useful to think in terms of family groups and not
individual ancestors. Your ancestor’s baptism record
may be missing, but a sibling’s record may survive and
this can help you.
Let’s say you have an early death certificate naming
your ancestor’s parents but you can’t seem to find a
baptism record. Head to scotlandspeople.gov.uk >
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Advanced Search > Church registers > Births and
baptisms. On this search page you will not see an option
to add parents’ names but put in what you know and
make the search. Once the search results come up you
will be able to refine your search by adding a ‘1st Parent
Name’ and a ‘2nd Parent Name’. I wish you could do this
on the initial search form, but the feature is there and
very useful.
Let’s take as an example that you are looking for people
with the surname Scott being baptised between 1830
and 1840: there are 365 John Scotts! However, when
we add the name ‘Elliot’ as a parent’s name there is only
one entry. This search feature enables you to add the
parents’ first names and surnames and search for a child
by surname only. This means you will find all children
baptised to that couple and this should enable you to
build a family group.
Scottish Naming Pattern

Many, but by no means all, Scottish families
followed the Scottish naming pattern when naming
their children.
The Scottish naming pattern is as follows:
1st son named after father's father
2nd son named after mother's father
3rd son named after father
1st daughter named after mother's mother
2nd daughter named after father's mother
3rd daughter named after mother
While the pattern can continue after the fourth son or
daughter, it is my experience that few families
consistently went that far. After six children there would
almost always begin to be some duplication in names.
What does this mean?
If you have a couple called John and Elizabeth who
name their eldest son William, and their second
daughter Janet, you could hypothesise that John’s
parents were called William and Janet.

Why do I say ‘hypothesise’? The naming pattern should
not be used as evidence but rather as a guide. If the
surname is very common, or at least very common in
the area, you could use the pattern to predict what the
parents may be called. Once you find parents with those
forenames you will still need to prove your theory using
other sources.

Pitfalls
There are a number of pitfalls. Firstly, do you have a
list of all the children? If an older child died in
infancy this could distort the pattern of names you
have. When this happens you will often find a
younger child is given the same forename. When you
look at the list of children you have, is there a gap in
the ages? Is one ten in the census but the next child
is aged five? This can indicate that a child has died
unknown to you, so look at sources such as the
parish registers and gravestones.
If one of the parents was illegitimate, this can also
change the naming pattern. In the case of a son,
sometimes a family will use the name of the
stepfather. On other occasions, the eldest child is
named after its father, or the mother’s father.
A common issue is that both fathers have the same
first name (let's say John). As they would be very
unlikely to name two children John (unless one had
died) this can again add to the confusion.
Another reason that the naming pattern could
change is when a new minister came to the parish. It
was a common practice to name the first child
baptised by a new minister after him. So if the name
doesn’t seem to ‘fit’ in your family at all, find out the
name of the minister.
Summing up
The Scottish naming pattern can be a very useful
tool. Some families used it right through to the mid20th century. Use it with caution though, it’s not
evidence in itself but it may help point you in the
right direction.
Overcoming common Scottish Genealogy
Brick walls
Illegitimacy
Historically a child born to unwed parties was
referred to as ‘illegitimate’. Sometimes, particularly
in church records, an illegitimate child is referred to
as a ‘natural’ child. Both the state and the church
were interested in these children.
The Kirk Sessions were local church courts who
investigated cases of wrongdoing and attempted to
compel the father of the child to pay towards the
child’s care. We’re going to learn more about these
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records in next month’s bulletin. These records are not
yet online but should be added to
scotlandspeople.gov.uk in early 2021.
The mother of an illegitimate child could also take the
father to court (usually the Sheriff Court) to prove he
was the father and force him to pay. We have been
indexing these records and you can search our free
index on scottishindexes.com.
Another clue is to look at the name of the illegitimate
child in every census. In Scotland, the illegitimate child
often used the surname of his/her biological father.
This is the case even when there was no court case and
the father was not named on the birth certificate. If
the child had a common name like ‘Scott’ or ‘Thomson’
it may not help a lot, but if the child has a less common
surname it can be a good clue!
Spelling and name variations
As so many families stuck to the Scottish naming
pattern a great number of people in the family would
have the same name. It’s confusing for us today but
must have also been confusing at the time. A child may
have been baptised as Helen but was known as Ellen.
Use wildcards: The wildcard * can represent any series
of characters, and the wildcard ? can represent any
single character.
Both can be used in any field. Let’s say your ancestor’s
surname was Blyth. In Victorian records spellings were
very inconsistent, and the surname may have appeared
with or without a final ‘e’. To get around this, try a
search of Blyth* and this will bring up all Blyths, with or
without the final ‘e’.
Perhaps a first name is causing some difficulty, for the
same reason. Helen, for example might be ‘Hellen’,
‘Helen’, ‘Ellen’, ‘Elen’, ‘Elinor’ or ‘Eleanor’. Searching
for *el*n* will bring almost all variations of the name
up.
Women recorded under the maiden surname
If you are looking for a married or widowed female
ancestor in the Scottish census and you cannot find
her, search using her maiden surname. It is perfectly
legal for a woman in Scotland to continue to use her
maiden surname or use her husband's surname. In the
past, many women would use both surnames but this
is not very practical in the modern world.
It was not normally a tradition for Scottish women to
use their maiden surname as a middle name after

marriage. Use of double-barrelled surnames to
incorporate the maiden surname is rare.
When two surnames are given, the first surname is
the woman’s maiden surname then we generally see
‘or’ and then her married surname is given. This can
be confusing as the word ‘née’, from French
meaning born, is used after a woman’s married
name to introduce a woman’s maiden surname.
Although née is now used in Scotland, this is not an
old custom so if you are tracing your Scottish family
tree you are unlikely to see this in Scottish records
before 1900.
Continue Learning
In next month’s issue of the Really Useful
Bulletin I will open up some exciting Scottish records.
We’ll look at Kirk Session records in more detail,
Scotland's Criminal Database, Poor Law records and
take a look at what gems some Scottish records hold.
In the meantime, have you registered for the
Scottish Indexes Conference on 30 January 2021? It’s
free to watch on Zoom or Facebook, see our
homepage to find out more:
www.scottishindexes.com
We also have an ever-expanding Scottish Genealogy
Learning Zone [https://www.scottishindexes.com/
learning.aspx] where you can watch video tutorials
and read detailed articles about the basic Scottish
records as well as hospital records, property records
and criminal records.
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Sussex Family History Group

Zooming Around with Devon FHS
The Devon Family History Society has, for many years, held
monthly meetings at locations across the county in Exeter,
Plymouth, North Devon and South Devon. Some are held on
a Saturday afternoon and others on a weekday evening
with a range of topics relating to the history of Devon, the
people of Devon and family history research tools and
techniques.
Of course, at the beginning of the COVID-19 lockdown, the
Devon Family History Society, along with all other groups,
was no longer able to hold these face-to-face monthly
meetings and our Research Centre, Tree House, in Exeter
also closed, with the possibility of losing the close contact
with our members.
The society committee reacted quickly and immediately
decided that Zoom would be used for all the planned talks.
We believe that we were the first family history society to
do this. We opted for the Zoom meeting platform where all
attendees can participate and be involved in discussions
rather than the webinar platform which is a view-only for
attendees.
We now hold at least four talks a month on Zoom including
national and international speakers, and a national and
international audience from the USA, Canada, Australia and
New Zealand. The Zoom talks programme has been a
resounding success and sometimes the audience exceeds
160. The meetings have allowed our members who do not
live in Devon to be involved and feel part of the society.
We are now building on these monthly talks with regular
Zoom ‘parish chats’ that are focussed on a small number of
parishes in Devon. Members can share their family history
with others and make contact with members who share
common ancestors which can be followed up on a one-toone basis afterwards.
To compensate for having to close the Tree House Research
Centre in March, we introduced a Virtual Tree House, run
via email by the Research Group. This is still running and we
have now added the chance to book a volunteer for a oneto-one Zoom meeting using Tree House resources. This will
be free to members, non-members will be asked to pay £3.
Contact treehouse@devonfhs.org.uk for further details.
Phil Badcott and Sally Heggie, Devon FHS

The Sussex Family History Group has recently been
loaned a 200-year-old diary that was written by the
owner of a large farm on the Sussex/Kent border.
They are currently transcribing this document and have
completed 1816 and 1817 so far. There is then a gap
until 1821 and this is nearly finished too.
We had the early years, 1814 and 1815 rebound as they
were loose pages and these will be transcribed next

The diary has revealed not only the life of the writer, but
the lives of his workers, his immediate family and the
many people who visited him.
The diary writer is an astute observer and commentator
and included in the diaries are field names, farming
terminology, inquests attended, and death dates of his
close associates, and other useful genealogical
information and a useful insight into Georgian farming
life.
Sussex FHG plan to publish the transcription of the diary
once the transcription is complete.
For more information about Sussex Family History Group
visit their website: https://www.sfhg.org.uk/

Early Bird Tickets are £7.50...book NOW
From 1st February prices will be £10

Family History Societies

East Surrey Family History Society
As our name suggests we cover the eastern part of the
ancient county of Surrey which extends up to the river
Thames and down to the Sussex border. As such we
cover the London Boroughs of Croydon, Kingston,
Lambeth, Merton, Richmond, Southwark, Sutton and
Wandsworth as well as the more rural areas to the
south including Epsom, Leatherhead, Redhill, Reigate
and Lingfield.

The reprint comprises of an introduction to the county
of Surrey, a description of the individual places with a
list of inhabitants under diverse occupations such as
nobility, gentry and clergy, dyers and scourers and
straw hat makers. Just think, your ancestor may be
listed here. Also included are some advertisements of
the time e.g. Colley’s Sicilian Cream for the growth of
the hair!

In more “normal” times we meet at four locations in
the area but for now we are meeting via Zoom for two
talks per month. These are booked well into 2021
with times varying to meet the needs of our overseas
members. Please see our website
www.eastsurreyfhs.org.uk for more details.

They will be available from our bookstall at events and
fairs, whenever we can get back to these, or can be
downloaded as PDFs from the online shop at Parish
Chest. Reprints are priced at £3.
https://www.parishchest.com/east-surrey-familyhistory-society-4681.php

We have recently started to produce a new series of
reprints from Pigot’s Commercial Directory for Surrey
of 1839. The first titles to be printed are:
Banstead, Epsom & Leatherhead with Chipstead,
Ewell, Great Bookham, Ashstead & neighbourhoods
Battersea, Stockwell & Wandsworth
Blechingley, Godstone & Reigate (with Nutfield,
Limpsfield, Oxted, Tandridge, Gatton, Merstham &
neighbourhoods)
Croydon & Beddington
Kingston with Ham, Thames Ditton & Long Ditton.
Streatham and Tooting with Norwood &
neighbourhoods

Also available on this site are PDFs of many of our
other publications which were previously offered in
fiche or CD format. These include monumental
inscriptions, poor law and settlement examinations
which are all valuable sources of information on our
ancestors.
We are happy to help with any enquiries about your
East Surrey ancestors, please see our website
www.eastsurreyfhs.org.uk for details.

Family History Societies

The Catholic Family History Society encourages and
helps people with Catholic ancestry to research their
family history, in England, Scotland and Wales. More
people have Catholics in their family tree than they
realise. Often the clue is that baptisms cannot be found
in the likely parish church; from 1753 legal marriages had
to take place in the Anglican parish church and the only
place for burials was in the local churchyard. Such events
can distract from the fact that families were Catholic.
Membership: £15 for one UK member, an extra £2 for
each additional member at the same address (one copy
of the Journal); £20 overseas membership. This can be
purchased online at Parish Chest (www.parishchest.com)
or GENfair (https://genfair.co.uk)

Members receive the journal, Catholic Ancestor, three
times a year. This contains members’ own research,
articles of special interest and news of new material
available. Members have access to material online.
Details: http://catholicfhs.online or
cfhsrecords@gmail.com
See the Society website for various publications to buy
from GENfair.

After many years of work by our volunteer transcribers of
the Catholic Family History Society, the Registers of the
Catholic Military Chaplaincies have been digitised by
another volunteer and made available on the members’
page of at http://catholicfhs.online . The work began in
1989 before computers had any impact on this kind of
venture. For an interesting account of the Chaplaincy in
the British Army, see Hagerty, Michael and Parsons,
Steven: Monks in the Military, Benedictine Chaplains in the
British Armed Forces during the Twentieth Century
published by Downside Abbey Press.
For an article on the Registers, see Gore, S: Registers of
the Catholic Military Chaplaincies Catholic Ancestor Vol 18
No. 3 December 2020, p 121.
This collection of documents is in a mixture of typescripts,
transcripts and register images; some are indexed and
where possible the files have been made ‘wordsearchable’ subject to the image quality of the images.
They include:
Aldershot, North, South and Joint Camps, baptisms,
marriages, burials 1855- 1939
Alexandria, Egypt, christenings, marriage and burials 1899
-1910
Cairo, Egypt, baptisms and burials 1896-1945

Free to all:
The Margaret Higgins Database of Catholics and their
Friends
1607-1840.
This is available to use and download from: http://
catholicfhs.online
New release!

Nettley Garrison, baptisms 1864- 1918
Shorncliffe Garrison, baptisms 1856-915

Registered Charity number 293133

Family History Societies’
Publications News

The Airedale & Wharfedale FHS covers a large part of
the Old West Riding of Yorkshire (see the map on the
front page of our website, www.awfhs.org).
We are now holding all our meetings online, which has
increased attendance and given an opportunity to
converse with our distant members. We see this
continuing into the future.
A recent innovation on our excellent website is a
members’ only database covering all our transcribed
material including nearly one hundred parish registers
and nonconformist registers plus nearly one hundred
transcripts of memorial inscriptions plus school
attendance registers. This reduces the need to produce
and supply publications and is a money saver for our
members.
It makes our annual membership from only £10 superb
value for money. Take a look at www.awfhs.org.

See what new publications Family History
Societies have published in the area your
ancestors are from.
This could further your research.

To find a family history society go to
www.familyhistoryfederation
‘Find a Society’

Cumbria Family History Society has for some time been
purchasing documents of local interest in order to
preserve them. There was recently an opportunity to
purchase some documents in bulk and this was
negotiated by the society. These documents are an
archive of solicitor Thomas Wright (later Wright, Brown
and Strong) who had offices in four locations in
Cumberland: Carlisle, Whitehaven, Cockermouth and
Wigton. He acted for many persons nationally in
connection with Cumbrian
affairs and so thoroughly
monopolised the legal
arrangements in town and
country at the early to midnineteenth century. These
original historic documents
from the 19th century (as
illustrated) contain a wealth
of information in various
deeds, wills and other legal
documents.
The Society has now been
able to sort and index the
first batch of these
documents and this index
can be searched by opening
our website
www.cumbriafhs.com and
clicking on the bar below the New Documents
Introduction. Each file is made up of from four to as many
as ten or twelve pages, they have been indexed to reflect
the major identities, trade or profession and location, all
this information is available online. When you find
documents of interest, we can provide a photocopy of
the genuine article or we can provide the original
document should you so wish. The documents are rare,
over one hundred years old and will offer an opportunity
to view an original hand-written agreement usually
signed personally by the actual person or persons
involved in the legal transaction and the solicitor himself.
Priced at £8.00 per copy and £15.00 for the actual
document, they will enhance any research student’s
collection of memorabilia. For further details please
contact email: treasurer@cumbriafhs.com

Family History Events

IHGS DIAMOND CELEBRATIONS
Over the course of 2021 we will be marking the 60th anniversary of the Institute’s founding with a series of events. The
celebrations start in February, the month IHGS was founded, with a full-week event of Zoom talks with the theme ‘The
Past, the Present and the Future’ featuring talks from IHGS graduates, IHGS tutors and IHGS students. The programme is
detailed below and to book please visit https://shop.ihgs.ac.uk/courses/online-tutorials-and-workshops.
We are delighted to announce that The Genealogist will be sponsoring our February Diamond Event by offering a
Diamond Annual Subscription to one lucky attendee. Look out for the Diamond Icon. The IHGS will enter the names of all
attendees (the more you attend the more chances you have of winning) into a raffle which will be drawn during the
interval of the final tutorial of the week. We would like to thank The Genealogist for this wonderful gesture.
A free zoom talk about 'The Genealogist' will also be added to the 2021 programme. More details to follow.
The IHGS Diamond Event – The Past, the Current and the Future

Monday 8th February, 2pm Family History and the
Concept of Identity, presented by IHGS graduate, Emma
Jolly.
Monday 8th February, 5pm Starting with the Diamonds’
of Devon and Beyond; a genealogical and heraldic
journey, presented by IHGS tutor, Ann Ballard.
Tuesday 9th February, 10am Walking with your
Ancestors – mapping strategies, presented by IHGS
student, Dr. Sophie Kay.
Tuesday 9th February, 2pm How to approach a OnePlace Study, presented by IHGS graduate, Pam Smith.
Tuesday 9th February, 5pm Remember Then: Memories
of 1946-1969 and how to record your own, presented
by IHGS graduate Janet Few.
Wednesday 10th February, 10am Fake News &
Fearsome Truths, presented by IHGS graduate, Margaret
Gaffney.
Wednesday 10th February, 2pm Promoting Your Family
History Online. ‘Why and How’, presented by IHGS
student, Paul Carter.
Wednesday 10th February, 5pm If Walls Could Talk; an
introduction to House History research, presented by
IHGS graduate Cathy Soughton

Thursday 11th February, 10am All the World’s a Stage;
the seven stages of life, presented by IHGS graduate
and former tutor, Judith Batchelor.
Thursday 11th February, 2pm ‘Revolting Ancestors’ –
the Battle of Bossenden Wood, 1838, presented by
IHGS student Wendy Tait.
Thursday 11th February, 5pm Finding Dora; a case
study with more red herrings than a murder
mystery, presented by IHGS Director of Education, Les
Mitchinson.
Bookings: https://shop.ihgs.ac.uk/courses/online-tutorialsand-workshops

Breaking news:

The Genealogist Website - discover what The
Genealogist website has to offer. A FREE tutorial
presented by our Diamond Event sponsor. Wednesday
3rd February 2021 10am
One lucky attendee will receive a copy of TreeView
software (V3) which is due for release in February /
March.

Transcription Tuesday
WDYTYA? Magazine

Sign up and join in
Who Do You Think You Are Magazine? is running Transcription Tuesday again on 2 February and they need your
help. So why not sign up for the day to transcribe some family history records to help researchers, everywhere?
They have teamed up with four projects and they would like YOU to get involved. The projects are:
Family Search
This is to transcribe more Church of England and nonconformist records, particularly:
Hertfordshire, Lancashire, Lincolnshire, Surrey
Parish registers from Middlesex
Nonconformist records from Essex, Gloucestershire, Herefordshire, Lancashire and Northumberland.
Every Name Counts
Another project is the Every Name Counts project to make sure that the names of the millions
of victims of Nazi persecution are never forgotten.
Voices Through Time
Working with children’s charity Coram on their three-year project to transcribe
records of the abandoned children who were at the Coram Foundling Hospital.
Addressing Health
This is a project to transcribe postal workers’ retirement records to have a better
understanding of the health of the workers.
For more information to get involved please visit
whodoyouthinkyouaremagazine.com/transcriptiontuesday

Really Useful Bulletin

Special Offer
Have you just started your family history or want
to use the time now to get it organised?
Well this book can help you.

There are more Societies than ever featuring on
Parish Chest.
The content of Parish Chest already has a good
base upon which to increase quantity, quality and
type of information on offer and includes many
excellent products and publications from a raft of
family history societies and organisations.
So head over to www.parishchest.com to see
what is new to help you develop your family story.
_____________________

Congratulations to ...

While stocks last. Only £7.50 (normally £9.99)
Limited number available—An inexpensive gift.

Richard Wilson and Rachel Moore who have
won free admission to the
FHF REALLY USEFUL Family History Show

Visit www.familyhistorybooksonline.co.uk to
purchase this.

and

Why not pick up your copy today and keep all
your ancestral research in one easy book to refer
to.

Congratulations to all winners of our
competitions in the December
FHF REALLY USEFUL Bulletin
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